thing I’ve seen in years for someone who
wants to get eased in.
Ward’s How Linux Works is really very
good. In under 400 pages, Ward gives the
reader all the information required to
understand Linux internals, as I believe
you need to do in order to be a skilled
user. Ward’s book is valuable to both the
admin and those using Linux at home or
in the office.
Because of some manufacturing glitch,
while there are references like “Learning
the vi Editor [Lamb]” and “The UNIX
Programming Environment [Kernighan
and Pike]” and even “A Quarter Century
of UNIX [Salus]” scattered throughout
the book, there’s no bibliography or list
of references containing fuller bibliographic information for the reader.
However, No Starch has put the PDF of
the references on its Web site:
http://www.nostarch.com/download/
howlinuxworks_bibli.pdf.
It’s nearly 40 years since I read Ken
Knowlton’s ACM paper “A Fast Storage
Allocator” and over 15 since Kirk McKusick and Mike Karels’ USENIX paper on
the 4.3MMU. But I found Gorman’s
Understanding the Linux Virtual Memory
Manager really interesting.
If you’re into finding out just what
makes the inner penguin tick, this is a
book for you. Two fish to each author in
this section.

Esoterica
Galloway’s Protocol is a thought-provoking essay in which the author contends
that, far from being a place of unrestricted, freely exchanged communication, the Internet is a regulated,
constrained, structured bureaucracy
governed by the technical protocols
(TCP/IP, HTTP, BGP, DNS, etc.). At the
end of it all, I don’t agree with him, but
it’s worth reading and thinking about
what he propounds.
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Graham’s Hackers and Painters is
another thoughtful (and thought-provoking) essay. Graham points out that
everything seems to be turning into a
computer: the typewriter, the camera,
the telephone. . . . Yet society makes fun
of nerds and vilifies the hackers who
make many things possible. There’s a lot
of insight here into the intersection of
art, commerce, and technology.

History and FUD
by Peter H. Salus
USENIX Historian

peter@netpedant.com

Alexis de Tocqueville observed that it is
easier for the world to accept a simple lie
than a complex truth.
If you have been following the SCO
Group shenanigans and/or the bizarre
articles by Rob Enderle or the market
analyses by Laura DiDio, you will recognize the validity of de Tocqueville’s
remark.
But a May press release from the head of
the Alexis de Tocqueville Institution,
Ken Brown, has agitated me sufficiently
to devote time and space to trying to
counter the FUD.
Brown released a “study” in which it is
“revealed” that Linus Torvalds did not
“invent” Linux, which, says Brown, has
“questionable” roots.
Of course, Ken Brown doesn’t go into
detail—this whole thing is a teaser for
a “book he is writing on open source
software and operating systems.” The
“study” was promised for May 20, but I
received email from a “customer service”
person, informing me that “publication
has been delayed,” but that material was
available online.
Eric Raymond, whom I respect, read the
“excerpts” that were available. His com-

ments were devastating. Perhaps the
kindest was, “This book is a disaster.”
Andy Tanenbaum, author of several
good books as well as MINIX, stated in a
published retort that Brown “is not the
sharpest knife in the drawer.”
(It may be worth noting that the de Tocqueville Institution is, at least in part,
funded by Microsoft.)
It’s actually quite easy to question
Brown’s assertions. But most important,
one has to realize at the very outset that
I don’t think Linus has ever claimed to
“invent” anything. (Nor am I sure that
either Dennis Ritchie or Ken Thompson
ever claimed to have “invented” UNIX—
their 1983 Turing Award was for “the
development and implementation of the
UNIX operating system.”)
Anyway, the roots of Linux are far from
“questionable.”
All knowledge builds on previous
knowledge.
Sir Isaac Newton (1642–1727) said, “If I
have seen further, it is by standing on the
shoulders of giants.” But that was
derived from Robert Burton
(1577–1640), who wrote, “Pigmaei
gigantum humeris impositi plusquam
ipsi gigantes vident” (pygmies placed on
the shoulders of giants see more than
the giants), deriving this from the
Roman general Didacus Stella. Operating systems build on one another. My
personal feeling is that it is relatively
pointless to try to go back much more
than four decades. But even then, at the
point where IBM had transitioned from
the 701 to the 704 and was moving from
the 709 to the 7090, the first transistorized computer, it is clear that the big
development was time sharing.
So, the first truly important implementation was Corbato’s CTSS at MIT,
which led to both the Multics system
and to the Dartmouth Time Sharing
System.
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At the 1979 USENIX Conference in
Toronto, AT&T announced its new
licensing fees, including $7,500 per CPU
for academic institutions. This led
Andrew Tanenbaum of the Free University in Amsterdam to create MINIX:
I decided to write a new operating system from scratch that would be compatible with UNIX from the user’s
point of view, but completely different
inside. By not using even one line of
AT&T code, this system avoids the
licensing restrictions, so it can be used
for class or individual study. (A.S.
Tanenbaum, Operating Systems, Design
and Implementation, 1987)
Several years later, a student in Helsinki,
Finland, wrote an operating system, “just
for fun,” which he based on MINIX.
Linus Torvalds was going to call it
“Freax,” but his sysadmin persuaded him
to use “Linux.”
Linux was just a kernel. Thanks to the
near-universality of the Internet, it has
been augmented and improved by tens
of thousands of users.
So here we are—Linux is part of an
implementation of a UNIX-like operating system, inspired by MINIX, and
using a large number of GNU tools and
applications.
Be ashamed, Mr. Brown!
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The USENIX 1984 Summer Conference
was held in Salt Lake City, June 12
through 15. The keynote was given by
Stuart I. Feldman. Today, Stu is Vice
President for Internet Technology in the
Systems and Technology Group at IBM.
In 1984, he was at Bellcore in New Jersey.
“An Architecture History of the UNIX
System” is my favorite of all the many
(too many) keynotes I have experienced.
Stu began with the idea that operating
systems are a curious blend of art and
technology and went on to construct a
number of analogies between the
metaphorical architecture of OSes and
“the last thousand years of Western
architecture.” As his first slide was of
Hagia Sofia in Istanbul, originally built
in the sixth century, clearly his history
was of more than a millennium. But Stu
forged through Romanesque, Gothic,
the Renaissance, the Baroque, and
Rococo, his last slide being the Zwinger
Palace in Dresden, built in the early 18th
century in echo of Versailles.

The July 1977 issue carried the name
;login:, so the publication is 29 years old,
and the name is 27.
The name change surgery (like that of
the name of the organization) was the
direct result of a threatening phone call
from a lawyer at AT&T, informing Mel
that permission to use “UNIX” (a registered trademark) had not been granted
by Western Electric. (UNIX is not now,
nor has it ever been, a trademark of the
Santa Cruz Operation, Caldera, or Darl
McBride.)
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Twenty Years Ago
. . . and More
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Dennis and Ken built UNICS (its original name) on their experiences with
Multics following Bell Labs’ withdrawal
from the Multics project in spring 1969.
Many important features (like | “pipe”)
were suggested or instantiated by others.
Pipe was suggested by Doug McIlroy
and coded by Brian Kernighan.

Mel, Lou Katz, and Reidar Bornholdt
had called the informal group “UNIX
USERS.” Which they were. It was at the
May 24–27, 1978, meeting at Columbia’s
College of Physicians and Surgeons that
the organization was renamed USENIX,
a name suggested by Margaret Law.
(This gave rise to a letter from Stephen J.
Phillips, a patent lawyer at AT&T, which
Mel wryly published in ;login:.)

It was a wonderful talk. Only Stu’s more
recent keynote and that of Penn Jillette
(a decade ago in Boston) have even
come close in entertainment value.
The June 1984 Conference, incidentally,
celebrated the 15th anniversary of both
UNIX and the ARPANET/Internet.
UNIX is now 35. And Linux 1.0 celebrated its 10th birthday in March.
In answer to several queries, let me clarify the name(s) of this august publication. When Mel Ferentz began sending
out his “dittoed” newsletter, it was called
UNIX NEWS. The first issue was dated
July 30, 1975. But only up to the June
1977 issue was it called UNIX NEWS.

TWENTY YEARS AGO

●
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